BOB MITSVEN SURFBOARDS
Super sympa, aimable, discret et toujours prêt à vous accueillir. Bob
MITSVEN est un shaper incroyable et toutes ses planches sont réalisées
à la main avec le moins de machines possibles. Il Commence le surf à
l’age de 11 ans à San Diego – Californie et shape sa première planche
en 1972 et lance officiellement son label en 1988. Aujourd’hui avec plus
de 40 ans de shape derrière

MINISIMMONS

This is the mini Simmons of
Bob Mitsven. The Mitsven
simmons have a hull bottom
from the nose to the half
moon fins. You need to surf
it very short for more pleasure. Exist in quad version
for more reativity.

DH FISH

We asked Bob Mitsven to
send us a couple twin keels
with pulled in tails for maneuverability in tight spaces.
He recommended his Derek
Hynd template. The rails are
slightly turned up, offering
a delicious edge for strong
bottom and top turns.
These boards will work in
a variety of conditions and
will have you grinning when
the waves are sub-par or
straight firing!

DH FISH

This is a high performance quad shortboard
with swallow tail great for
all conditions. It’s super
maneuverable, fast, has lots
of drive off the bottom, and
is whitout the back fin drag
of a tri-fin. If you are looking
for a step up in performance from your quad fish,
this is the board for you !

STEP UP

lui (et beaucoup de surfer heureux) il reste une des références du shape
pour tout ce qui est Longboards, Big waves guns et planches hybrides
à San Diego. Bob interagi beaucoup avec son ami et légendaire shaper
Skip Frye !

This is a straight forward
high Step Up performance
shortboard that can be ridden anywhere in the world.
Tested and recommended
for guys that rip !

SINGLE FIN

A model based on the
classic single shapes that
take over the lineup on
mushy, summer days. The
board has a roundpin tail,
with enough width to maintain stability for the surfing
naif. it’s evolved into a really
clean short board, that’s
dialed in for all-around
waves

ROUND

The Round Tail Quad (RTQ)
is a Mitsven orginal that rips
! It’s a fish surfboard shape
with a rounded tail making
the board super fun, fast,
easy to paddle, and smooth
turning. Add Mitsven’s distintive rails and you have a fish
that smokes the traditional
swallow tail fish surfboard.
Comes with a single concave
down the middle and a
quad fin setup for maximum
speed

WING ROUND FIVE

This is the evolution in five
fins with a small wing of the
template of the RTQ. Always
good but in 5 fins.
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BONZER EGG

The B-tail quad has the speed
and planing of a fish surfboard
but is much more fluid and
manuverable as well as much
better performing top to bottom on the face of the wave.
The same for backside waves.
This new model features a
wider nose, relaxed rocker,
a single to double concave
bottom contour, and Mitsven’s
own rail style. The result is a
super fast, user friendly board
that performs better than
your fish !

EGG

The egg of Bob Mitsven
are beautiful, they are built
for the speed avec their
rail ‘Skip Frye’. Perfect for
found the right line on the
wave and if you like carve
on the rail. This board with
his down rail keep lot of
egde for more reactivity.

EVOLUTION EGG

A variant of the Egg Mitsven
with a more width in nose
and single fin. At the base
for the Japanese market.
This Egg is a design that
you can enjoy a wide range
from soft waves with soft
outlines and somewhat boxy
rails that are shaped with
beautiful lines from wider
nose to round pin tail in
rounds.

MINI GLIDER

The mini Glider is a shorter
version of the big GLIDERS
of 10-12’. They keep all the
fluidity and easly slide but
with more accessibilty for
a surfer who don’t ride a
big longboard. More shorter
means more reactive and
easy to turn when the wave
are not so good.

MAGIC

The Magic models from
Mitsven his him version of
the legendary model MAGIC
from Skip Frye. The Magic
is a board from the Egg
family but with a pin nose

GLIDER

Glider or Eagle Glider, is
a 100% Pure Glider from
San Diego directly inspired
by that of his friend and
workshop neighbor Mr Skip
Frye.

FISH SIMMONS
QUAD

Bob Mitsven’s SIMMONS
are great all-around boards.
They’ll get you through
mushy days and perform
on powerful down-the-line
days. These boards are for
the surfer that still wants
to rip, but not sacrifice
paddling float and glide.
This board features a nice
«R-Blank» rocker profile.

CLASSIC MODERN
LOG

The name says it all. A
modernized version of a
square tail Log. Speed,
Flow, and Versatility. 100%
Hand shaped and glassed.
It should be a illegal to get a
longboard from master Bob
Mitsven at this price!

